
 

Sharp Develops Five-Primary-Color LCD
That Faithfully Reproduces Real Surface
Colors

May 29 2009

Sharp Corporation has developed a five-primary-color display that
faithfully reproduces the real surface colors that humans are capable of
perceiving. A prototype of this display will be exhibited at the
international symposium of the Society for Information Display (SID) to
be held in San Antonio, Texas, US from May 31 through June 5, 2009.

Demand for displays that can render colors in a manner faithful to the
appearances of naturally occurring surface colors or designed colors is
growing stronger in fields such as industrial design, digital archiving,
network-based remote medical care, and electronic commerce. Thus
various efforts to satisfy these requests are intensifying, prompting, for
example, the development of natural vision technology.

This five-primary-color display comprises “Multi-Primary-Color
Technology” that features special image processing circuitry, in addition
to the display panel whose pixel structure is based on five-color filters
that add the colors C (cyan) and Y (yellow) to the three colors of R (red),
G (green), and B (blue).

This combination expands the color gamut (range of reproducible colors)
that can be rendered within the color spectrum that humans can discern
with the unaided eye, and enables the display to reproduce more than
99% of real surface colors. Nearly all real surface colors can be rendered
faithfully, including colors that have been difficult to render using
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conventional LCD monitors—the color of the sea (emerald blue), brass
instruments (golden yellow), and roses (crimson red), for example. As
adoption of this technology will enable more efficient use of light energy
produced by the backlight, this display will also provide greater energy
savings.
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